
The Principles Session 6

Waterfall: Restoration1.
As with a healing pool, our Wasteland wounds are made whole again,
one by one.
Physical Restoration * Emotional Restoration * Spiritual Restoration

Myths and misconceptions about the Sanctuary.
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2. Light: Relationship
The Dream Giver's radiance breaks through like the sun through trees,
drawing us closer to him.
Cleansing * Community * Consistency

The Pitfalls Session 6

"Requirement: I don't need to take time for Sanctuary."1.
Truth: Those who hurry by, neglecting this healing retreat, will still be
wounded and weary when they go into battle with the giant trials ahead."

2. "Risk: I don't like being vulnerable - the feeling of being out of control."
Truth: Sanctuary is in the hands of the Dream Giver, and the dreamer must
risk the humbling experience of drawing near.

4. Pursue the radical transformation of Sanctuary.

You are the steward of the dream, not the owner.
You are the servant of the Dream Giver, not the dream.

3. Summit: Relinquishment
The Dream Giver's gently asks us to surrender the dream to his care, in
order that the dream doesn't become more important than the Dream
Giver. 



My Own Journey Session 6 

The insight about Sanctuary that I found the most exciting was:1.

2. One time in my life when I experienced some of the aspects of sanctuary was:

3. At this moment, the part of me (emotional, spiritual or physical) that most
needs healing is the following, and I will explain why:

4. One issue in my life or personality that would make it more difficult for me to
draw near to the Dream Giver in Sanctuary is:

Signed:                                                        Date:

6. Having studied this session, reflected carefully and spent time with the Dream
Giver, I feel that he is asking me to take the following action:
What:
When:
Who to tell:
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5. On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the most humble and sacrificial, I would
grade my own willingness to hand my dream over to the Dream Giver as ________.
Here is how I can raise my grade:



My Groups Journey Session 6 

In what ways is the Sanctuary stage significant in its placement - that is, as it
follows Wasteland, and precedes facing the Giants who oppose our dreams?

1.

2. Compare Matthew 11:28-30 with Luke 14:26-27, 33. Is it "easy" or "hard" to serve
the Master? Explain your answer. Hint: Consider the "occasion" that is implied by
each of the passages.

3. Read Psalm 37"4-5, 7. Restate this exciting promise in your own words. Why
should dreams be particularly thrilled by these words? What part of the promise are
we expected to keep?

4. As a group, review each of the three stages of sanctuary. Then divide into
groups of two and discuss occasions when each of you have experienced these
truths.

5. Remaining in groups of two, close your session in prayer, each person offering
a commitment to permanently and completely trust his or her dream to the
Dream Giver.
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